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Abstract The mixed transformations of geometrical ”indexed” figures whose ”indexes”
that are added to points of the figure are of scalar nature or homogeneous
oriented magnitudes are analyzed. In accordance with global nature or local
nature of the rule for transformation of ”indexes” four types of mixed trans-
formations are obtained. The mixed transformations form subgroups of semi-
direct products of various types (left or right) of the group of permutations
P of ”indexes” or of the Cartesian product of isomorphic copies of the initial
group P by the discrete symmetry group of the initial geometrical figure.

MSC: 20H15, 20E22, 51F15, 51M20.

1. The right semi-direct products of the group P by the groupG of operators
[1] can be derived from P and G by the following steps: 1) to find in G all
invariant subgroups H and in AutP all subgroups Φ for which there is the
isomorphism ϕ of factor-group G/H and Φ by the rule ϕ(gH) =

⇀
ϕg, where

⇀
ϕg (p) = gpg−1; 2) to combine pairwise each g of G with each p of P : g̃ = pg;
3) to introduce into the set of all these pairs the operation

g̃i � g̃j = g̃k,

where g̃i = pigi, g̃j = pjgj , g̃k = pkgk, pk = pi
⇀
ϕgi (pj), gk = gigj . Denote

the right semi-direct product G̃ of the group P by the group G of operators,
accompanied with the homomorphism ϕ : G → AutP , by the symbol

G̃ = P
⇀
�ϕH(Φ) G,

where H = Kerϕ and Φ = Imϕ. If Kerϕ = 1, then the symbol is G̃ = P
⇀
� G.

We note that in the case when Kerϕ = G the right semi-direct product G̃ of
the group P with the group G coincides with the direct product of the groups

P and G: G̃ = P
⇀
�ϕG(i) G = P ×G.

The left semi-direct products of the group P by the group G can be de-
rived from groups P and G by the analogous method. We denote the left
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semi-direct product G̃ of the group P by the group G, accompanied with the
homomorphism ϕ : G → AutP by the symbol

G̃ = G
↼
�ϕH(Φ) P,

where H = Kerϕ, Φ = Imϕ, ϕ(g) =
↼
ϕg and

↼
ϕg (p) = g−1pg. In the case when

Kerϕ = 1 we have G̃ = G
↼
�ϕ1(Φ) P=G

↼
� P .

2. Let P be the finite transitive group of permutations on the set N =
{1, 2, ...,m} and let G be the discrete symmetry group of a geometrical figure
F . The ”indexes” r of the set N have a non-geometrical nature. We consider
the intersection of the figure F with the decomposition {Gi} of space F ∩
{Gi} = {Fi}, where i ∈ I, |I| = |G| and Gi is a fundamental domain of the
group G (the Dirihlet domain of a point Ai of general position with respect
to the orbit G : Ai). Obviously F = ∪Fi. We call Fi the FG-domain.

Ascribe to each point M of the FG-domain Fi (to each fixed i ∈ I) the
same indexes r1, r2, ..., rk from the set N , where k is a divisor of m = |N |.
We obtain one ”indexed” geometrical figure F (N) which is a subset of the
Cartesian product of the sets F and N : F (N) ⊆ {(M, r)|M ∈ F, r ∈ N} = F̃ .

Let each ”index” r from the setN have a scalar nature (colour, temperature,
pressure, density). The mixed transformation g̃ of the ”indexed” geometrical
figure F (N) is composed of two independent components g and p: g̃ = gp. The
isometric geometrical component g operates only on points M ∈ F : g(M) =
M ′ ∈ F . The ”indexes” r, ascribed to points M , are transformed only by the
permutation

p =
(

1 2 · · · r · · · m
k1 k2 · · · kr · · · km

)
.

If we analyze the concrete operation of the mixed transformation g̃ = gp
concerning the distinct ”indexed” points (M, r) of F (N), then we find that two
different cases are possible: 1) the rule p which describes the transformation
of the ”indexes” r is the same for every ”indexed” point of the figure F (N);
2) the ”indexes” ri and rj ascribed to the points Mi and Mj which belong to
distinct FG-domains are transformed, in general, by different permutations.

In conditions of the first case the mixed transformation g̃ = gp of the
”indexed” geometrical figure F (N) is exactly a transformation of P -symmetry
[2] if p ∈ P . In the case when p ∈ P we remain within the framework of the
scheme of P -symmetry if we consider another defining group P ′ (one subgroup
of symmetrical group of degree m: P ′ ≤ Sm).

Note that the set of transformations of P -symmetry of any ”indexed” geo-
metrical figure F (N) forms a group. Moreover, the groups G(P ) of P -symmetry
are subgroups of the direct products of the defining group P with their gen-
erating discrete groups G of classical symmetry: G(P ) ≤ G × P . The theory
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of P -symmetry groups was elaborated and developed within the framework of
Prof. A. Zamorzaev’s scientific school on discrete geometry and mathematical
crystallography from Chisinau [2-4].

In conditions of the second case the complex rule w which describes the
transformation of the ”indexes” r, ascribed to the points M of distinct FG-
domains, needs to incorporate the respective information for each FG-domain
Fi. This matter is possible only when the respective rule w is composed
exactly from |G| components-permutations p from defining group P : w =<
..., pgs , ... >. Therefore, in this case the mixed transformation g̃ = gw of the
”indexed” geometrical figure F (N) is a transformation of Wp-symmetry [5,4].

The set of transformations of Wp-symmetry of the given ”indexed” geo-
metrical figure F (N) forms a group. The groups G(Wp) of Wp-symmetry are
subgroups of the left semi-direct product of the group W by the group G of
classical symmetry, accompanied with the isomorphism ϕ : G → AutW , i.e.

G(Wp) ≤ G
↼
� W = G̃. Note that the group W is the Cartesian product of iso-

morphic copies of the group P of permutations which are indexed by elements
of the group G. Moreover, the accompanying automorphism

↼
ϕg=

↼
g makes the

left g-translation of the components in w ∈ W , i.e.
↼
g : w �→ wg. In other

words, the group G̃ = G
↼
� W is a left standard Cartesian wreath product [1]

of the group P of permutations by the discrete groups G of classical symmetry:
G̃ =

↼
G ∫P . The general theory of Wp-symmetry groups was elaborated at the

end of the XX-th century [6-9].

3. Let the ”indexes” ri from the set N be homogeneous oriented magnitudes
(vectors, tensors) and they are rigidly connected with the points. The mixed
isometric transformation g̃ of the ”indexed” geometrical figure F (N), which
maps the ”indexed” point (M, r) onto the ”indexed” point (M ′, kr), is com-
posed also of two components p and g. The isometric transformation g maps
the point M onto the point M ′ = g(M) and the ”indexes” r onto ”indexes”
sr by the given rule. As for the component-permutation p it is only a com-
pensating permutation of ”indexes” (p maps the ”index” sr onto the ”index”
kr). In other words, the mixed transformation g̃ = pg maps the ”indexed”
geometrical figure F (N) onto itself and p ∈ P ≤ Sm.

Analysing the concrete operation of mixed transformation g̃ = pg about the
distinct ”indexed” points (M, r) of F (N) we remark that two different cases
exist: 1) the component-permutation p is the same for every ”indexed” point
of figure F (N); 2) the ”indexes” ascribed to the points which belong to distinct
FG-domains are transformed, in general, by different permutations.

Assume the conditions of the first case. The mixed transformation g̃ =
pg of the ”indexed” geometrical figure F (N) is exactly the transformation of
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P -symmetry [10]. Note that the set of transformations of P -symmetry of
any ”indexed” geometrical figure F (N) forms a group. The major group G̃
of P -symmetry from the subfamily with the generating group G of classical
symmetry, the kernel H of accompanying homomorphism ϕ : G → AutP and

Imϕ = Φ coincides with the right semi-direct product: G̃ = P
⇀
�ϕH(Φ) G.

Obviously: 1) the major group G̃ is the group of mixed transformations
by the ”indexed” geometrical figure F (N) = F̃ (in this case each point M
of initial figure F is ”indexed” by every element from the set N); 2) every
automorphism

⇀
ϕh, which corresponds to the element h of the kernel H of

accompanying homomorphism ϕ : G → AutP , operates only on the element p
of the group P , by the multiplication of the elements of group G̃, exactly like
the identical automorphism of the group P . In other words, the influence of
h concerning the oriented ”index”-quality is not effective; 3) the groups of P -
symmetry with the generating group G and Kerϕ=H, where ϕ : G → AutP ,

are subgroups of the major group G̃: G(P ) ≤ G̃ = P
⇀
�ϕH(Φ) G.

The general theory of P -symmetry groups was elaborated also within the
framework of scientific school of discrete geometry and mathematical crystal-
lography from Chisinau [10-13,4].

Assume the conditions of the second case, i.e. the oriented ”indexes”
ascribed to the points which belong to distinct FG-domains Fi are trans-
formed, in general, by different permutations. In this case the complex rule w
which describes the compensating permutation of ”indexes”, ascribed to the
points M ∈ Fi (for different i), needs to incorporate exactly |G| components-
permutations p from initial defining group P ≤ Sm: w =< ..., pgs , ... >. Con-
sequently, in this case the mixed transformation g̃ = wg of the ”indexed”
geometrical figure F (N) is a transformation of Wq-symmetry [14]. The set
of transformations of Wq-symmetry of the given ”indexed” geometrical figure
F (N) forms a group.

Note that the major group G̃ of Wq-symmetry from the subfamily with
the generating group G of classical symmetry, the kernel H of accompanying
homomorphism ϕ : G → AutW (the group W is the Cartesian product of iso-
morphic copies of the group P of permutations which are indexed by elements
of group G) and Imϕ = Φ coincides with the crossed standard Cartesian
wreath product [15,16] of the group P and discrete group G of classical sym-

metry: G̃ = P
⇀

 ↼
G. Moreover, the crossed standard Cartesian wreath product

P
⇀

 ↼
G is accompanied also with the isomorphism α : G → AutW by the rule

α(g) =
↼
g (where the automorphism

↼
g makes the left g-translation of the

components in w ∈ W , i.e.
↼
g : w �→ wg.
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The groups G(Wq) of Wq-symmetry are subgroups of the respective major
group G̃ from the same subfamily. The foundations of the general theory of
Wq-symmetry groups were also elaborated in Chisinau [14-17].
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